GLOBAL MONEY
TRANSFERS

Save now with
OFX and ABS
partner rates.
Sending money abroad?
Whether your business
is paying international
suppliers, overseas staff or
selling to a global customer
base, understanding your
foreign exchange expenses
could mean savings for your
business.

How it works:
1. Register online
at ofx.com/ABS

OFX PARTNER

Great ABS rates
Preferential exchange rates and no
OFX fees on FX transfers* = real
savings back into your wallet.

Global transfers made easy
OFXPERTS
Speak
	
to a currency specialist 24/7.
No long hold queues, no offshore
call centres.

EASE
Login
	
and track your transfers
when, where and how you want
online or via the OFX app.

2. An OFXpert will call to
welcome and guide you
on next steps for account
activation.
3. Get an instant quote and
start transferring!

CORPORATESINGAPORE@OFX.COM

+65 6817 8748

OFX.COM/ABS

GLOBAL MONEY
TRANSFERS

Transfer at today’s rate
If you’re happy with the current exchange rate
or need to move quickly, spot transfers are a
fast, simple solution.

Plan beyond today’s rate
Our OFXperts specialise in international payment
solutions, which means we can support you and your
business with tools beyond booking a transfer at
today’s rate. Some of our most useful services include:
SECURE TODAY’S RATE SET AND FORGET

ONLINE SELLERS

Use our Forward
Exchange Contracts
to secure today’s
currency rate for a
future transfer up
to 12 months, giving
you certainty even
when the markets
are moving.

Local. Global.
Ecommerce
businesses. Collect
funds and make
payments in multiple
currencies from around
the world with the
OFX Global Currency
Account.

Keep your eyes on
your business, not
exchange rates. OFX
Limit Orders let you
set a target exchange
rate – if the market
hits that rate, we’ll
automatically process
your transfer.

ANY QUESTIONS? WE’RE HERE 24/7.
CORPORATESINGAPORE@OFX.COM

+65 6817 8748

OFX.COM/ABS

*OFX charges a fee for same currency transfers and occasionally, a third-party intermediary or bank may deduct a fee
from the value of your transfer. This third party fee may vary and OFX receives no portion of it.
OFX Singapore Pte. Limited. UEN 201317103N.
Regulated in Singapore by MAS. License No. PS20200277. Read our Privacy Policy at OFX.com.
NOTICE TO CUSTOMERS: OFX is licensed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore to carry out cross-border money
transfer services and is an exempt payment service provider in relation to e-money and account issuance services.
Please note that this does not mean you will be able to recover all the money you paid to OFX if OFX’s business fails.

